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QUESTION 1

Which two statements about guardrails are true? (Choose Two) 

A. Each rule may have multiple guardrail warnings. 

B. Pega Platform performs guardrail examination when a rule is checked out. 

C. Pega Platform performs guardrail examination when a rule is saved. 

D. A developer receives a guardrail warning for rules checked out by other developers. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

A travel reservation servicing case includes a service level for responding to requests. The service level intervals vary
according to passenger status, class of service, and fare type. Which implementation satisfies this requirement? 

A. Create a multivariate circumstanced rule and a when rule. 

B. Create a multivariate circumstanced rule, a circumstance definition, and a circumstance template. 

C. Create a single property circumstanced rule and a when rule. 

D. Create a single property circumstanced rule. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Items selected by a user need to be copied to a page list property when the user submits the form. How do you copy the
items? 

A. Add a data transform to the flow action as a post-processing action. 

B. Add a data transform to the flow action as a pre-processing action. 

C. Create a declare expression with the page list property as the target. 

D. Create a validate rule to copy the selected items. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two tasks are required to build a mobile app from a Pega Platform application? (Choose Two) 

A. Create a certificate set. 
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B. Configure access to the Pega Mobile Build Server. 

C. Configure access to Dev Studio. 

D. Set up push notifications to developers. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

When deploying mashup code in a webpage, which option is necessary to ensure that Pega Platform accepts incoming
requests? 

A. Ensure the host is configured to support HTTPS. 

B. Establish a private tunnel from the host to Pega Platform. 

C. Enable authentication policies on Pega Platform. 

D. Add the host URL in the Pega application. 

Correct Answer: A 
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